Year 6 Home Learning Menu - Term 6 – Rivers and Mountains

Task Type

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Thinking as a
writer

Write an

Write a poem

Imagine you are

Write an extract

explanation text

about a physical

an explorer.

from your own

about a river

geographic

from its source to

feature e.g.

Write a diary

this could be the

mouth.

mountain, river,

entry about the

beginning, ending

lake

day you

etc.

adventure story –

summited a
mountain.
Thinking as a
designer

Design a tourist

Investigate a

Create a boat out Investigate dams.

map of Keynsham

designer who

of paper that

using appropriate

used levers and

would be able to

Explain why they

symbols

pulleys in their

float in water.

are built the way

designs
Thinking as a
scientist

Make a poster or
leaflet about
Charles Darwin

Make a poster or
write a story/essay
about how the
world would be
different if

they are.
Does it work?
In the 1830s Charles
Darwin made a round the
world trip in a ship called
The Beagle to learn about
variation. Make a

Selective breeding of
dogs has become
incredibly popular in
recent years with
people pairing up
specific breeds for

Information you
could include:
- When and where
were they born?
- Where did they
work?
- What were their
important scientific
discoveries?
- When did they
die?

dinosaurs had not poster/leaflet/presentation reproduction, so that
gone extinct.
Ideas: Think about
whether humans

about his voyage.

desirable traits are
inherited by the
offspring.
Look up your

would have evolved or

favourite or unusual

not, and how

dog crossbreeds and

dinosaurs would have
evolved over time too.

create a
presentation about
how they’ve inherited
specific features
from their parents.

Children have the option of choosing one homework from the menu to complete during this term to be showcased via
Seesaw in school in the last week of term.

